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What to do.

For students.

1.

You can work with a friend or two friends!
Teams can be different each day.

2.

Do the tasks and enter your answers in your maths book and
show your teacher.

3.

If you are right you will get the next task.

4.

If you are wrong, answer the task again.

5.

When you have finished each day you will get a code word.

6.

At the end of the week you will have 5 code
words. Put them together and this will tell you
where your school’s Maths Week treasure
is.

7.

Good luck !

Monday:

Tie-ing a Tie.
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Neckties.
Business people wear ties.
Presidents wear ties.
Sportspeople wear ties.
Scientists wear ties.
Teachers wear ties.
You will probably wear a tie!!

Real people wear neckties!
How you tie them shows your personality!!
There are 85 types of tie knots.
Here are the more famous ones.
Four-In-Hand Knot
Half Windsor Knot
Full Windsor Knot
Nicky Knot
Bow-Tie Knot
Kelvin Knot
Oriental Knot
Pratt Knot
St Andrew Knot

Four-In-Hand Knot.
✓ The Four-in-Hand knot is the most popular tie knot used today.
✓ It is the simplest and has been fashionable in Great Britain since
the 1850’s.
✓ It is the easiest to tie.
✓ The term four-in-hand comes
originally from the driver of a
carriage with four horses. He had
all four reins tied in a knot in one
hand.
✓ This has been fashionable in Great Britain since the 1850s.

In code
ROL, LUR, ROL, RUT, TUD.
R right, O over, L left, U under, T top, D down.

Task One
Get a tie. Tie it in a four-in-hand knot.
Either use the 7 diagrams or the formula method.
Who can do it?

The Full Windsor Knot.
✓ This was named for King George Vth (18651936).
✓ You’re about to go into a big business
meeting! Your suit is perfectly fitted.
Your shoes are shined.
Your shirt is pressed.
Which necktie knot do you go with?
✓ It has to make an impression.
But not be flashy.
It needs to convey power, confidence, and authority.
✓ The choice is simple. It’s the Full Windsor knot !
✓ The Full Windsor is one of the larger necktie knots.
It maintains a classic feel.
Not the bells and whistles you get with some modern necktie
knots.
✓ It shows that you mean business!
It’s a knot that is to be worn for formal occasions and meetings.
Think weddings, very important business meetings, and debates.

In code
ROL, LUT, TOL, LUR, ROT, TUR, ROL, LUT, TOD.
R right, O over, L left, U under, T top, D down.

Task Two.
Get a tie. Tie it in a Full Windsor Knot.
Either use the 11 diagrams or the formula method.
Who can do it?
You need to do this to meet the Queen or the President!!

Interesting fact!
The Full Windsor Knot is the only tie-knot that is used by all personnel in the Royal Air
Force in the UK while in uniform. However, the Full Windsor Knot is often frowned
upon in other Armed Services or Regiments of the British Forces through its
association with the Duke of Windsor who many think it was named after.

The Half Windsor Knot.
✓ It is larger than the Four in Hand.
✓ It is smaller than the Full Windsor.
✓ It has symmetry, balance, and is
considered appropriate for many
important occasions.
✓ It is made for sleek, tall, thinner
and fit men!
✓ It produces a neat looking
triangular knot.
✓ It is acceptable but not as important as a Full Windsor!

In code

ROL, LUR, ROT, TUL, LOR, RUT, TOD.
R right, O over, L left, U under, T top, D down.

Task Three.
Get a tie. Tie it in a Half Windsor Knot.
Either use the 8 diagrams or the formula method.
Who can do it?
You need to do this to gain respect !!

The Pratt.
✓ Named after Jerry Pratt.
✓ It is a revolution in tieing
tie-knots.
✓ It starts by being reverse
side out!
✓ It was not recognised in
the fashion industry until
1989.
✓ The Pratt is symmetrical
which is why its popular.
✓ It is the knot of the “Every Man”, for nearly all occasions!

In code
turn tie to its reverse side.

RUL, LOT, TUD, LOR, RUT, TUD
R right, O over, L left, U under, T top, D down.

Task Four.
Get a tie.
Tie it in The Pratt.
Who can do it?

Task Five.

a.

Which type of tie-knot is David Beckham wearing?

b.

Which type of tie-knot is Ellen DeGeneres wearing?

c.

Which type of tie-knot is Daniel Craig wearing?

d.

Which type of tie-knot is the Duke of Windsor wearing?

e.

Which type of tie-knot is Sean Connery wearing?

f.

Which type of tie-knot are the three Presidents
wearing?
Who are the Presidents?

